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Abstract

In conference peer review, reviewers are often asked to provide “bids” on each submitted paper that express their interest in reviewing that paper. A paper assignment algorithm then uses these bids (along with other data) to compute a high-quality assignment of reviewers to papers. However, this process has been exploited by malicious reviewers who strategically bid in order to unethically manipulate the paper assignment, crucially undermining the peer review process. For example, these reviewers may aim to get assigned to a friend’s paper as part of a quid-pro-quo deal. A critical impediment towards creating and evaluating methods to mitigate this issue is the lack of any publicly-available data on malicious paper bidding. In this work, we collect and publicly release a novel dataset to fill this gap, collected from a mock conference activity where participants were instructed to bid either honestly or maliciously. We further provide a descriptive analysis of the bidding behavior, including our categorization of different strategies employed by participants. Finally, we evaluate the ability of each strategy to manipulate the assignment, and also evaluate the performance of some simple algorithms meant to detect malicious bidding. The performance of these detection algorithms can be taken as a baseline for future research on detecting malicious bidding.

1 Introduction

In peer review, expert reviewers must be assigned to papers which they are qualified for and interested in reviewing. Large scientific conferences typically assign reviewers by first computing a similarity score for each reviewer-paper pair, which indicates the expected quality of review from that reviewer for that paper. These similarity scores are computed from various components [1], including the paper and reviewer subject areas, text-matching with the reviewer’s past work [2–4], and reviewer “bids” on each paper. After computing similarities, the conference determines the assignment by solving an optimization problem, where the objective is to maximize total similarity subject to constraints that each paper is assigned the desired number of reviewers, each reviewer is assigned to (at most) the desired number of papers, and no reviewer is assigned to a paper with which they have declared a conflict of interest [6–11].

Paper bidding is a major component of the similarity computation, in which each reviewer indicates their level of interest in reviewing each paper from a list of options (e.g., “Not willing”, “In a pinch”, “Willing”, “Eager”). These bids are often given a high weight in the similarity computation, allowing each reviewer to have a significant level of control over their own assignment. For example, at the AAAI 2021 conference [12]: “Reviewers were assigned papers for which they bid positively (willing or eager) 77.4% of the time. A back-of-the-envelope calculation leads us to estimate that 79.3% of these matches may not have happened had the reviewer not bid positively.” This is desirable since paper bidding allows each reviewer to express their own expertise in a flexible manner and helps to ensure that reviewers will not be asked to review papers in which they have no interest.
However, heavy reliance on paper bidding opens up the peer review process to be exploited by malicious reviewers. These reviewers attempt to manipulate the paper assignment through bidding, with the aim of getting assigned to some “target papers” and leaving them a dishonest review. Moreover, groups of reviewers may unethically collude (after failing to report conflicts of interest), working together to get assigned to review each other’s papers and leave positive reviews. Examples of this form of collusion have been discovered in multiple computer science conferences [13, 14]: “The colluders hide conflicts of interest, then bid to review these papers, sometimes from duplicate accounts, in an attempt to be assigned to these papers as reviewers.” This sort of manipulation of the paper assignment critically undermines the peer review process and erodes the scientific community’s trust in its effectiveness. Thus, addressing this unethical behavior is a key challenge for modern conferences.

In recent years, approaches to addressing bid manipulation have been proposed in the research literature [15, 16] and implemented by conferences [1, 12]. However, a significant challenge in solving this problem is that there is no dataset on which proposed algorithms can be evaluated and compared. Data from real conferences often cannot be released due to privacy concerns, and more importantly, it is extremely challenging (if not impossible) to claim for sure which reviewers were acting maliciously. Any public information about the aforementioned incidents of collusion that have been uncovered is kept vague. Researchers thus must rely on synthetic implementations of malicious behavior in order to test their algorithms, without any hard data on which to base the implementation.

**Our contributions:**

1. We construct and publicly release a dataset containing bidding data from human participants in a mock conference setting (Section 3). Participants were instructed to bid first as an honest reviewer and then as a malicious reviewer, so the data contains both honest bids and malicious bids with ground-truth labels on whether the behavior was malicious. To our knowledge, this is the first dataset of this kind available to other researchers, filling a critical gap in the research landscape on this important problem.

2. We supplement this dataset with descriptions of participants’ behavior and a categorization of the strategies employed to manipulate the assignment (Section 4).

3. We empirically evaluate the success of participant strategies in terms of their ability to manipulate the assignment (Section 5.1).

4. We propose several simple detection algorithms, which can serve as baselines for other researchers aiming to develop algorithms to detect bid manipulation. We then evaluate the success of these algorithms at detecting different strategies (Section 5.2).

5. We synthetically scale up the dataset and provide additional large-scale evaluations (Section 6).

The dataset and our analysis code is publicly available at https://github.com/sjecmen/malicious_bidding_dataset.

### 2 Related Work

The problem of malicious bid manipulation has been taken seriously by recent conferences, who have attempted a variety of approaches to address it. For example, AAAI 2021 implemented several techniques to break up colluding reviewers, including preventing two-cycles in the reviewer assignment and requiring geographic diversity among the reviewers assigned to the same paper [12]. They also required a minimum number of positive bids from each reviewer, with the aim of preventing reviewers from targeting a specific paper. AAAI 2022 similarly implemented a geographic diversity constraint and a minimum number of positive bids [1]. Conferences may also use techniques to flag some reviewers for later manual investigation.

Other approaches to addressing this problem have been proposed in the research literature. Jecmen et al. [15] propose randomizing the reviewer assignment by limiting the probability that any reviewer can be assigned to any paper, thus limiting the probability with which a malicious reviewer can be assigned to a target paper. This technique was used for part of the AAAI 2022 assignment [1]. Wu et al. [16] propose
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area topic</th>
<th># Papers</th>
<th># Reviewers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humans and AI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social choice theory</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game theory</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probabilistic modeling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distribution of high-level subject area topics among the 28 papers and the 31 reviewers that completed the activity.

Constructing a model of reviewer bidding behavior using the submitted bids and using this model to effectively remove outliers in the bids. They also specifically defend against groups of colluding reviewers by searching for the worst-case colluders for each reviewer and removing these potential colluders from the model’s “training data” for that reviewer. For an overview and comparison of these techniques, see [17].

Several datasets containing conference bidding information are publicly available for research use. The PrefLib library [18] contains a few datasets with bidding data from real AI conferences. Wu et al. [19] provide a synthetic conference dataset including synthetic bidding data, constructed by analyzing the text and citations of a large set of recent AI papers. Xu et al. [19] also reconstruct similarities for the papers and reviewers at the ICLR 2018 conference, but this dataset contains only text-similarity scores and not bidding data. However, these datasets crucially lack labels of which reviewers are acting maliciously, or are constructed under the assumption that all reviewers act honestly. This necessitates researchers to implement any malicious behavior synthetically (as was done in both [15, 16]). In contrast, our dataset contains data from human participants labeled with whether they were acting honestly or maliciously. A few sources [13, 14] discuss specific incidents of bid manipulation in real conferences, but provide only high-level details and not a structured dataset.

One of our proposed algorithms to detect malicious bidding relies on the assumption that the matrix of honest bids is approximately low-rank. Fiez et al. [20] heuristically show that the aforementioned ICLR 2018 similarity matrix (2435 reviewers, 935 papers) is approximately rank-10. Jecmen et al. [21] leverage the low-rank structure of similarities to design algorithms for two-stage paper review processes.

3 Dataset

We first describe the data collection process, and then the contents of the collected data. The dataset is available at https://github.com/sjcem/malicious_bidding_dataset with full documentation given in Appendix A.

3.1 Data Collection Process

This dataset was collected as part of a voluntary, ungraded activity conducted in a graduate-level course on artificial intelligence at Carnegie Mellon University, during the game theory component of the course. Participants were students enrolled in the course, primarily PhD students in computer science. Although our data is not from a real conference, this participant population is not very different from the population of reviewers in computer science conferences: for example, 33% of reviewers at NeurIPS 2016 were PhD students [22]. Potential participants were explicitly informed that “The activity is optional and won’t affect your grade in any way” before consenting to participate. The full instructions given to participants are available in Appendix A.

In the activity, participants act as reviewers during the paper bidding phase of a mock AI conference. Before the activity began, some setup was required. First, we constructed a list of 25 AI topics to use as “subject areas” similar to those in real conferences; these subject areas were grouped into seven high-level
topics. Potential participants (i.e., students in the class) were then polled to ask for their areas of interest among these topics. 56 out of 61 total students responded to this poll. Based on these responses, we constructed a list of 28 fake paper titles; these titles were chosen so that the distribution of paper subject areas would match the distribution of participant interest. In Table 1, we display the distribution of subject area topics for papers and reviewers.

The next step in setup was to create “reviewer profiles” for each potential participant. We chose three subject areas for each participant as their areas of expertise as a reviewer, chosen to match their true areas of interest as much as possible. We chose one paper for each reviewer from within one of their subject areas as the paper authored by that reviewer; papers were chosen so that each paper was the authored paper of two reviewers.

Finally, we placed reviewers into colluding groups. We made six groups of size two, two groups of size three, and eight groups of size four, leaving six participants to act solo without a colluding group. Groups were chosen so that the subject areas of the reviewers in each group overlapped as much as possible and so that reviewers with the same authored paper were not in the same group. For the six reviewers without colluders, we assigned them each a target paper from one of their subject areas; this could represent colluding with an author reviewing at a different venue or targeting a paper with the intent to “torpedo review” [23–25].

Each participant was provided with all information in their reviewer profile before beginning the activity, including contact information for the other participants in their colluding group.

The activity took place in two phases, so that each participant could act as an honest reviewer in the first phase and as a malicious reviewer in the second phase. In each phase of the activity, each participant was presented with the list of 28 paper titles and asked to submit a bid on each one. Bids were chosen from the options “Not willing to review”, “Indifferent”, and “Eager to review.” The bidding interface is shown in Figure 1. After bids were placed, they could provide text responses to questions regarding their strategy. Participants were told that bids would be used to determine a paper assignment, where each paper would be assigned three reviewers and each reviewer would be assigned three papers.

- In phase one, participants were instructed to bid on papers “according to your own personal interests, as if you were actually going to review the assigned papers.”

- In phase two, participants were instructed to work with their groups to manipulate the paper assignment. Specifically, participants were instructed to bid “so that you are assigned to review each other’s papers.” Participants were also instructed to coordinate their strategy with their groups. Reviewers without a group were instructed to bid in order to get assigned to their given target paper. Reviewers were also told that conference program chairs were investigating the bidding for suspicious behavior: “If they notice any reviewers bidding suspiciously, they can manually modify the assignment to their liking. For example, the PCs may look through the bids to notice any reviewers that bid positively only on a single paper and choose to ignore those bids.”

In what follows, we use the terms “honest reviewer” and “malicious reviewer” to refer to participants acting in the respective role.
3.2 Dataset Contents

Each of the 56 participants was given a “reviewer profile” as described above, consisting of three subject areas and an authored paper. Each profile also specified the participant’s group, as well as a target paper if they had no colluders. We henceforth will also use the term “target papers” to refer to the papers authored by a reviewer’s fellow group members. Of the 56 participants, we received 35 responses to phase one of the activity (the honest bidding) and 31 responses to phase two (the malicious bidding). In each phase, each response includes a set of 28 bids (one per paper) and a few text responses to short-answer questions asked after the bidding. Bids were either “Not willing to review”, “Indifferent”, or “Eager to review”; a missing bid on a paper was interpreted as an “Indifferent” bid. We henceforth refer to these as “negative”, “neutral”, and “positive” bids respectively. In both phases, participants were asked: “Did you follow any kind of strategy when bidding and if so, what was it?” In phase two, participants were additionally asked “Did you communicate with your other group members and if so, what did you discuss?” and “Do you have any thoughts on how to prevent this kind of malicious behavior in conferences?” The dataset was de-identified by course instructors.

4 Description of Bidding Behavior

In this section, we provide descriptions of the collected bidding data. We first quantitatively consider the bidding data itself, and then qualitatively analyze the strategy descriptions provided by participants.

4.1 Quantitative Description

In Figure 2, we compare the distributions of positive and negative bids between the honest reviewers and the malicious reviewers. In Figure 2a, we see that malicious reviewers generally provided more negative bids than honest reviewers, although both honest and malicious reviewers provided high numbers of negative bids. We see in Figure 2b that honest reviewers generally gave more positive bids than malicious reviewers. Nearly half of the malicious reviewers bid positively on exactly three papers (the number of papers they will be assigned), whereas honest reviewers were much more likely to bid on additional papers.

4.2 Qualitative Description

During both phases of the activity, participants were asked to describe any strategy they used in a text response. We analyze these responses in conjunction with the actual provided bids in order to determine what strategy participants implemented. These strategies can be used by researchers to realistically “scale up” the dataset, as we demonstrate in Section 6.

When providing honest bids, almost everyone (32 responses) specified their strategy as some form of “bidding based on my interests.” A few of the comments were more detailed about an additional strategy...
they followed to get assigned high-expertise papers (e.g., bid positively on exactly three papers), but none of these were common.

For the malicious bids, we categorize them into five broad “strategies.” Below we describe the prototypical aspects of each strategy, although participants’ actual implementations varied.

1. **Basic:** On target papers, bid mostly positively and sometimes neutral. On non-target papers within the reviewer’s subject area, bid mostly neutral with a few positive bids. (11 people)

2. **Negative-in-area:** As in Basic, but bid mostly negatively on non-target papers within the reviewer’s subject area (still with a few positive bids). (9 people)

3. **Overlap:** As in Basic, but coordinate the bids on non-target papers with other group members. Specifically, all group members bid positively on the same set of non-target, in-area papers (with the aim of “overloading” them so that not all group members can be assigned to them). (3 people)

4. **Cycle:** As in Basic, but bid in a particular manner on target papers. Specifically, each group member bids positively on one other member’s target paper to create a cycle of positive bids. Group members bid neutral or negative on other target papers. (4 people)

5. **Popularity:** As in Basic, but choose bids on non-target, in-area papers based on perceived paper “popularity”. Specifically, bid positively on a small number of non-target papers that are likely to be unpopular among other reviewers (with the aim of being assigned to these in addition to the target papers). Bid neutral on non-target papers that are likely to be popular among other reviewers (with the aim of not being assigned to them). (2 people)

Two other participants did not describe or implement an understandable strategy. Additionally, 19 of these responses specified that they coordinated with their group in forming their strategy.

Our choice of strategy categorization is not unique, as participant strategies could further be broken down on the basis of additional information. Some strategies specified how they chose the number of positive bids, usually in consideration of the fact that each reviewer would be assigned three papers. Some strategies specified how they chose which non-target papers to bid positively on (e.g., only those outside their subject area). Some strategies bid positively on all target papers while others split between positive and neutral. It is not clear if incorporating any of this information makes the strategy categorization more informative, so we choose the above categorization.

### 5 Evaluation of Bidding Behavior

In this section, we analyze the performance of malicious reviewers empirically in terms of successfully manipulating the assignment and avoiding detection. We also consider the performance of several baseline detection algorithms. Specifically, we run two empirical evaluations: one which examines how successful each reviewer is at manipulating the assignment, and one which examines how well each reviewer avoids detection by simple detection algorithms. We run multiple trials of each evaluation, where each trial considers one group of malicious reviewers. In each trial, we construct a full set of reviewers by taking the malicious reviewers in the group under consideration and adding honest reviewers at random until the number of reviewers equals the number of papers (28). We then use this set of reviewers along with the fixed set of 28 papers for the experiment. In total, we run 10 trials of each evaluation for each group, aggregating results over the 10 trials. All empirical evaluations were run on a computer with 8 cores and 16 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04.

#### 5.1 Manipulation Success Evaluation

Malicious reviewers were instructed to bid in order to get assigned to their target papers, but were not given a specific numerical objective to optimize. Therefore, some participants may have divided the target papers among their group while others simultaneously targeted all target papers. In our analysis, we define a “successful manipulation” as when a malicious reviewer is assigned to at least one of their target papers. This definition is reasonable for different forms of strategic coordination within groups and is robust to the non-participation of a reviewer’s group members.
We compute similarities $S_{r,p} \in \mathbb{R}$ between each reviewer $r$ and paper $p$ as follows. We first compute a subject area score $A_{r,p}$ by comparing the reviewer subject areas and paper subject areas. If the paper's subject area matches one of the reviewer's subject areas, we set $A_{r,p} = 1$. Otherwise, if the paper's high-level subject area topic matches one of the reviewer's, we set $A_{r,p} = 0.5$. Else, we set $A_{r,p} = 0$. Bid values $B_{r,p} \in \{-1, 0, 1\}$ are set corresponding to negative, neutral, and positive bids respectively. Final similarities are then computed as $S_{r,p} = (1 + A_{r,p})^2 B_{r,p}$, modeled off of the similarity formula used for NeurIPS 2016 [22].

After computing similarities, we then find a maximum-similarity assignment of reviewers to papers [6, 8, 10, 26, 27], subject to constraints that each paper is assigned three reviewers, each reviewer is assigned to three papers, and no reviewer is assigned to a paper they authored. This method of assigning reviewers to papers is standard in modern conferences [1, Section 3]. In the resulting assignment, we determine whether each malicious reviewer was successfully assigned to at least one of their target papers.

In Figure 3 we display the results from this empirical evaluation. Each bar represents the average success rate of all reviewers with a given strategy, with error bars representing standard error of the mean. The two strategies used by the greatest number of reviewers (Basic and Negative-in-area) had a perfect success rate, indicating that the additional sophistication of the Negative-in-area strategy was not necessary to secure the target assignments. The Cycle strategy was also highly successful, likely due to its similarity to Basic. The Overlap strategy had a very low success rate despite also being very similar to the Basic strategy; we suspect this was due to poor implementation of the strategy. The Popularity strategy had mixed success, perhaps due to the difficulty of correctly guessing which papers are popular.

5.2 Detection Evaluation

We consider three simple detection algorithms as baselines for analysis. Each algorithm outputs a ranking of all reviewers, where reviewers higher in the ranking are deemed more likely to be malicious. Before running any algorithm, bids made by each reviewer on their own paper were discarded.

- **Counting Detection:** Compute a score for each reviewer equal to the number of negative bids minus the number of positive bids. Output the ranking of all reviewers by score (where higher scores are higher-ranked).

- **(Pairwise) Ring Detection:** We first construct a ranking of all pairs of reviewers. Pairs in which both reviewers bid positively on each other's paper are ranked the highest, followed by pairs in which exactly one reviewer bid positively on the other's paper, followed by pairs in which neither reviewer bid positively on the other's paper. Within each of these categories, we rank the pairs of reviewers as follows. For each reviewer in the pair, count the number of negative bids made and subtract the number of positive bids, not counting the bid made on the paired reviewer's paper. Rank the pairs within each category by the total score for the two reviewers in the pair. Finally, output a ranking of reviewers by their highest position in the ranking of pairs (breaking ties arbitrarily).

- **Low-Rank Detection:** This algorithm leverages the assumption that the bidding matrix $B$ (with entries $B_{r,p}$ defined in Section 5.1) is approximately low-rank; this assumption is discussed in Section 2. Compute a low-rank approximation $L$ to $B$. Compute a score for each reviewer $r$ as $\sum_{p \in \text{papers}} |B_{r,p} - L_{r,p}|$ (where the sum is taken over all papers). Output the ranking of all reviewers by this score. Intuitively, this method classifies bids as anomalous when they cannot be represented well in a low-rank matrix. In our experiments, we use a rank-3 approximation; this number was chosen heuristically based on inspection of the singular values of several sampled honest bidding matrices.

![Figure 3: Average success rate of manipulation strategies.](image)
In each trial of this evaluation, we select a set of reviewers as described at the beginning of Section 5 and collect the bids of each selected honest or malicious reviewer. We then run a detection algorithm on these bids and report the output rank of each malicious reviewer.

In Figure 4, we display the average ranks of malicious reviewers output by the detection algorithms, with error bars representing standard error of the mean. Note that rank values ranged between 0 (highest-ranked, thus most suspicious) and 27 (lowest-ranked, thus least suspicious), and so a lower rank value indicates that the algorithm was more successful at detecting the manipulation. In Figures 4a-4c, we compare the average ranks of malicious reviewers using each strategy under a given detection algorithm. Between the two most popular strategies (Basic and Negative-in-area), all three detection algorithms were better at detecting the Negative-in-area. Negative-in-area was particularly well-detected by the Counting Detection algorithm, since it specifically targets the kind of behavior done by the Negative-in-area strategy. Counting Detection also does very well against the Popularity strategy, although this is simply because both participants implementing this strategy happened to bid negatively on nearly all papers outside of their subject area. In Figure 4d, we compare the performance of the detection algorithms by averaging the output ranks across all malicious reviewers. Counting Detection has decent performance overall, averaging ranking malicious reviewers around the 25th percentile. The other algorithms do poorly, averaging ranking malicious reviewers around the 50th percentile (essentially no better than random). Some malicious reviewers consciously avoided seeming “too connected” to their group by bidding neutral on some target papers, hurting the performance of Ring Detection; this algorithm may also have suffered from the small size of the dataset, since pairs of honest reviewers are likely to bid positively on each others’ papers by chance.
Figure 5: Results from synthetic scaled-up experiments. The x-axis denotes the strategy of the malicious reviewers. In Figures 5a-5d, a lower rank indicates the malicious reviewer was detected as more suspicious.

6 Analysis of Synthetically Scaled-up Data

We now run experiments on synthetically scaled-up versions of the data. Using the strategy categorization introduced in Section 4.2, we wrote our own implementation of each strategy (other than Popularity), modeling any bidding behavior not specified by the strategy after a random reviewer in the original dataset. We then run the experiments described in Section 5, aggregating results over 10 trials of synthetic dataset construction for each malicious reviewer strategy. We describe the full procedure by which we generate a scaled-up dataset in Appendix C.

In Figure 5, we display results from both experiments for each malicious reviewer strategy when the data is scaled up to 5000 papers and reviewers, with a malicious group size of four. In Figure 5a, we see that all four implemented strategies are very successful. The Cycle strategy is slightly less successful than the others; this is perhaps because by bidding positively on only one target paper, the strategy is less robust to the many honest reviewers also bidding on the target papers. In Figure 5b, we see that the Counting Detection algorithm does moderately well at detecting the Negative-in-area and Cycle strategies, although it does relatively worse on all strategies as compared to the original data. This may be because both malicious and honest reviewers make relatively more negative bids than positive bids in the scaled-up data, and so the algorithm must look for a weaker signal in a larger set of reviewers than in the original data. In contrast, Figure 5c shows that the Ring Detection algorithm does extremely well at detecting malicious behavior. This is because our implementations of the Basic, Negative-in-area, and Overlap strategies bid positively on all target papers, and so the detection of these clusters cuts through the noise of the many honest reviewers. Cycle avoids detection by this algorithm since each malicious reviewer only bids positively on one target paper. Figure 5d shows that the Low-Rank Detection algorithm performs poorly, as in the original data.
7 Discussion

In this work, we construct and release a dataset on malicious paper bidding, along with our analysis of the behavior employed by participants. We also evaluate the effectiveness of various participant strategies and detection algorithms. One possible negative societal impact of our work is that malicious reviewers could use the data we provide and any future research on it to improve their strategies. However, anyone performing research on defending against malicious behavior should already be aware that an adversary can adapt in response to a new defense. Furthermore, any proposed algorithm should at least be effective against the strategies identified here. Our dataset has been de-identified, and furthermore the risk to participants in the event of any re-identification is low since the dataset includes no sensitive information.

The problem of bid manipulation in conferences is of great practical importance to the research community. We hope that by releasing this dataset, other researchers will more easily be able to conduct research on this issue.
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Appendices

A Dataset Documentation

The dataset and our analysis code can be found at [https://github.com/sjecmen/malicious_bidding-dataset](https://github.com/sjecmen/malicious_bidding-dataset). The authors will maintain the dataset in the linked Github repository. This dataset is licensed under a CC BY 4.0 license. This work was conducted under the approval of the Carnegie Mellon University IRB (study ID STUDY2021_00000264). The authors bear all responsibility for this dataset in case of a violation of rights. This dataset is intended for use by other researchers, specifically on the topic of addressing malicious behavior in peer review.

The dataset consists of 2 text files and 4 CSV files. The two text files respectively list the subject areas and paper titles used in the activity. Below, we describe the format of the CSV files.

- The file `setup.csv` contains the reviewer profile information, in the following columns:
  - `name`: Anonymized string ID for each potential participant.
  - `sas`: Three space-separated integers, indicating the indices of the subject areas for this reviewer.
  - `author_id`: Paper title index of the paper authored by this reviewer.
  - `author_sa`: Subject area index of the paper authored by this reviewer.
  - `target_sa`: Subject area index of the target paper for this reviewer (if no colluders).
  - `target_id`: Paper title index of the target paper for this reviewer (if no colluders).
  - `group`: Integer ID for the reviewer’s group of colluders.

- The file `honest_bidding.csv` contains the responses to the first phase of the activity on honest bidding. The `Name` column contains the participant ID for each response. The remaining columns indicate responses to the questions stated in the second header row.

- The file `malicious_bidding.csv` contains the responses to the second phase of the activity on malicious bidding, formatted in the same way.

- The file `strategy_annotations.csv` contains our categorization of participant responses by strategy. The `Name` column contains the participant ID. The `Strategy` column contains an integer indicating the strategy, as an index into the strategy list [Basic, Negative-in-area, Overlap, Cycle, Popularity]; an entry of −1 indicates no strategy could be discerned. The `Discussed` column contains an entry in {Y, N} indicating whether the participant discussed their strategy with their colluders, with an empty entry indicating an unclear response.

B Participant Instructions

The participants were first verbally told about the problem of bid manipulation, along with a brief description of the activity. They were also told that participation is optional and ungraded. Some motivations to participate were stated: to get a hands-on experience in game-theoretic thinking, to help the community understand what kinds of bidding manipulation may be possible, and to experience what may be a fun exercise.

The participants were subsequently provided written instructions, reproduced below. The text in brackets differed between participants.

**Before beginning the activity:** As mentioned in class, we are running a fun game to give you a hands-on experience with game theory. This fun game is about strategic behavior in paper bidding for an academic conference. **The activity is optional and won’t affect your grade in any way.**

You (along with your classmates) will play the role of a reviewer for a fictional conference called FAIC (the Fake AI Conference). To determine which papers you should review, FAIC is asking you to “bid” on various papers. **See the slides for more details. The activity has two parts:**
Part 1: You play the role of an honest reviewer and submit bids at FAIC according to your interests. Complete this part using [this personalized link].

Part 2: You play the role of a manipulative reviewer who wants to manipulate the assignment algorithm. You are working with a group of friends to do these manipulations: [group emails]. For this part, please read the instructions, discuss your strategy with your group, and then return to complete the activity. View this part using [this personalized link].

Before the first phase (honest reviewing): In this activity, you (along with your classmates) will be playing the role of a reviewer for a fictional conference called FAIC (the Fake AI Conference). FAIC is currently attempting to determine which papers each reviewer should be assigned to review based on their expertise and interests.

As a reviewer, your expertise is in the areas of [subject areas]. This means that you will be more likely to be assigned to papers matching this description. You are also an author on the paper [paper title] which you have submitted to FAIC.

In order to further determine which papers you should be assigned to review, FAIC is asking you for your level of interest in each paper, commonly known as “bidding”. FAIC will then take the bids into account when assigning papers to reviewers.

Suppose that you are an honest reviewer at FAIC. This means that you should bid on papers according to your own personal interests, as if you were actually going to review the assigned papers. Keep in mind that each paper will be assigned 3 reviewers, and each reviewer will be assigned to at most 3 papers.

Before the second phase (malicious reviewing): Now, you will take the role of a malicious reviewer at FAIC. Such malicious reviewers work in groups with their friends with the goal of getting assigned to each other’s papers. Here is an example strategy that a pair of malicious reviewers working together might use: [image depicting two reviewers bidding positively on each other’s paper and negatively on all others].

The program chairs (PCs) organizing FAIC are aware that such manipulations can occur. If they notice any reviewers bidding suspiciously, they can manually modify the assignment to their liking. For example, the PCs may look through the bids to notice any reviewers that bid positively only on a single paper and choose to ignore those bids [image with example of such a malicious reviewer being detected]. As a malicious reviewer, you should be aware that your bidding manipulation may be detected.

To improve your paper’s chances of acceptance, you are working with your friends who have authored the papers [paper names]. Recall that you are an author on the paper [paper title] which you have submitted to FAIC. All of you are experts in [subject area].

Your goal is to strategically coordinate with your group as a team to bid so that you are assigned to review each other’s papers. You should communicate with them to discuss your bidding strategy (you can leave and return to this page at any time). Keep in mind that each paper will be assigned 3 reviewers, and each reviewer will be assigned to at most 3 papers. The more reviewers from within your group assigned to each paper, the higher that paper’s chances of acceptance are (which is good for your group).

C Procedure for Scaling Up the Dataset

In this section, we describe the procedure by which we construct the large-scale synthetic dataset used in Section 6.

We first choose the number of reviewers and papers in the scaled-up data, the malicious group size, and the strategy that the malicious reviewers will employ. For simplicity, authorship will be one-to-one between papers and reviewers. We then construct the reviewer and paper subject areas. For the malicious reviewers, we randomly choose a malicious group of the chosen size from the original data and copy the subject areas of these reviewers. We also copy the subject area of each original reviewer’s authored paper for the new reviewer’s authored paper. For each remaining reviewer, we randomly choose any reviewer from the original data and copy the subject areas of the reviewer and their authored paper.

We next construct the honest bids of each reviewer. For each new reviewer, we randomly choose a reviewer in the original data. We count the number of positive bids made by this reviewer on papers within their high-level subject area, and add this many positive bids for the new reviewer on random papers within their subject area. We do the same for positive bids on papers outside their subject area. We then repeat this process for negative bids, but scale up the number of negative bids by the ratio between the new and old
numbers of papers. We choose to scale up the number of negative bids and not the number of positive bids because the reviewer loads are still three in the new experiments despite the larger number of papers. Many reviewers considered the reviewer loads in choosing how many positive bids to place (e.g., by bidding positively on exactly three papers), and this procedure preserves that behavior. In contrast, many reviewers bid negatively on a large number of papers, suggesting that they would place even more negative bids if the number of papers was increased.

Finally, we construct malicious bids for the malicious reviewers. This is done differently depending on the strategy chosen. For the Basic strategy, we randomly choose a malicious reviewer with this strategy from the original data and add bids on non-target papers using the process described in the previous paragraph. We then add a positive bid on each target paper. Other strategies work in the same way (choosing an original reviewer with that strategy), but with the following changes. For the Overlap strategy, we further adjust the bids of each reviewer so that the positive bids are on the same set of papers. For the Cycle strategy, we have each reviewer bid positively on only one target paper (instead of on all), constructing a cycle. We do not implement the Popularity strategy due to its rarity and the difficulty of modeling how a reviewer might predict which papers are popular.

These bids and subject areas are then passed as input to the two experiments described in Section 5.